
 The true champion recognizes that excellence often flows 

most smoothly from _____________, a fact that can get lost 

in these high-tech days. I used to train with a world-class 

runner who was constantly hooking himself up to pulse 

meters and pace keepers. He spent hours collecting data that 

he thought would help him improve. In fact, a good 25 

percent of his athletic time was devoted to externals other 

than working out. Sports became so complex for him that he 

forgot how to enjoy himself. Contrast his approach with that 

of the late Abebe Bikila, the Ethiopian who won the 1960 

Olympic Marathon running barefoot. High-tech clothing and 

digital watches were not part of his world. Abebe Bikila 

simply ran. Many times in running, and in other areas of life, 

less is more. 
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 The origins of contemporary Western thought can be traced 

back to the golden age of ancient Greece, when Greek 

thinkers laid the foundations for modern Western politics, 

philosophy, science, and law. Their novel approach was to 

pursue rational inquiry through adversarial discussion: The best 

way to evaluate one set of ideas, they decided, was by 

________________________________________________. In the 

political sphere, the result was democracy, in which suppoters 

of rival policies vied for rhetorical supremacy; in philosophy, 

it led to reasoned arguments and dialogues about the nature of 

the world; in science, it prompted the construction of 

competing theories to try to explain natural phenomena; in the 

field of law, the result was the adversarial legal system. This 

approach is the foundation for the modern Western way of 

life, in which politics, commerce, science, and law are all 

rooted in orderly competition. 
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** vie:  

forcing it upon the opponents           

pursuing a conventional standard        

testing it against another set of ideas 

promoting a consensus among suppoters     

rejecting competing theories without discussion 
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 I would like to compare the shift from analog to digital 

film-making to the shift from fresco and tempera to oil 

painting in the early Renaissance. A painter making a fresco 

has limited time before the paint dries, and once it has dried, 

no further changes to the image are possible. Similarly, a 

traditional filmmaker has limited means of modifying images 

once they are recorded on film. Medieval tempera painting 

can be compared to the practice of special effects during the 

analog period of cinema. A painter working with tempera 

could modify and rework the image, but the process was 

painstaking and slow. The switch to oils greatly liberated 

painters by allowing them to quickly create much larger 

compositions as well as to modify them as long as necessary. 

Similarly, _______________________________________, digital 

technology redefines what can be done with cinema. 

by equating oil painting with analog film-making          

by allowing a filmmaker to treat a film image as an      

   oil painting        

twith the shift from oil painting styles to fresco           

   ones in making films 

by integrating fresco painting techniques into the          

   film-making process 

with the introduction of tempera painting methods to      

   cinematic special effects 
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